
RACISM IS REAL
Are white and black people treated equally in society? 

Discuss these topics and then watch a video and note the information. 
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https://eltbuzz.com/video/?video=racism-is-real-discussion


Discussing Racism 

STUDENT A 

1)

What images do you picture when you hear the word ‘racism’?

2) Is there much racism in your country? Against who?
3) Have you ever been the victim of racism?

4) What do you do when you see racism against others?

5) Have you ever done anything to help stamp out racism?

6) In which countries do you think racism is worst?

7)

Why do you think some people see "color" and discriminate?

8)

Do you know anyone who is definitely a racist?

9) Is racism getting worse or disappearing in your country?

10)

Do you think the world will one day have no racism?
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Discussing Racism 

STUDENT B 

1)

Do you ever have racist thoughts?

2) Do you think President Trump is a racist? Why? Why not?
3)

Can you give an example of racism?  A personal situation?

4) What races do people in your country discriminate against?

5) How should we punish those guilty of racism?

6) What’s the best way to stop or control racism?

7) Has racism been decreasing since the days of the civil rights movement?
8) Do you think racism feels differently to black, white, Asian, Indian,

Arab… people?

9) Do you think those in power or the police are quite racist?
10) What is worse, racism, sexism or homophobia?

https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=racism-is-real
https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=racism-is-real
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How does this image "speak" to you?
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